
 DBR Debut
Updating their popular DSR and 

DXR systems, Yamaha’s new DBR 
Series represents the most portable 

powered loudspeaker system the 
company has ever produced. Avail-
able with 10", 12", and 15" woofers, 
the DBR models boast up to 1,000 

watts of power, online DSP, multiple 
connections, a two-channel mixer, 

and the ability to mount on stands or 
serve as wedges. yamaha.com

 Padding the Score
Notion for iPad gives Apple’s tab-
let the ability to produce and share 
full scores, thanks to full-featured 
notation editing, MIDI recording 
(with on-screen keyboard, guitar, 
and drum-pad controls), and an ex-
pansive library of onboard sounds 
from the London Symphony 
Orchestra. Scores can be exported 
as audio, MIDI, PDF and other for-
mats, and are compatible with Mac 
and Windows versions of Notion, 
as well. presonus.com/products/
Notion-for-iPad

 A Sound Prescription
The latest versions of iZotope’s audio repair/enhancement suite, RX4 
and RX4 Advanced, offer a range of new and updated features. High-
lights include Clip Gain, which lets users adjust the balance of vocals and 
instruments non-destructively, the self-explanatory Dialog Denoiser, and 
RX connect, which improves integration and work fl ow with Pro Tools, 
Logic, and other popular DAW hosts. iZotope.com

 Social Mixer
Roland’s portable S-5 
Session Mixer is a digi-
tal mixer and recording 
interface for rehears-
ing ensembles. With a 
range of available inputs, 
up to fi ve musicians can 
plug in (eight when two 
S-5s are used in tandem) and 
listen to their own custom mixes on 
headphones while enhancing the sound 
with built-in amp modeling and other effects. The S-5 can capture the 
stereo mix to a USB fl ash drive or—when connected to a computer—
send individual channels to a DAW. rolandus.com 

 New and Noteworthy 
Gear for Songwriters 
and Producers

SOUNDBYTES

search for, audition, and purchase cues.  
Select clients may be o� ered new music 
on � ash drives. 

Cues are tagged with meta-data to 
help clients narrow down their searches 
quickly. By understanding what music 
users are asking for, and translating that 
into common terms, you are making the 
odds of � nding your song higher. “Talk 
to the music supervisors,” Perez-Daple 
says. “Do your research on what terms 
people are using when they send out a 
music search.”

 It breaks down to simple character 

matching. If these terms are unclear 
to you as a musician, there has been a 
recent growth of companies providing 
industry standard meta-data popula-
tion. Common meta-data � elds (or tags) 
include: Mood, Sounds Like, Beats Per 
Minute, Genre,  and Instrumentation. 
Essential encoding also includes: Owner 
contact information—email and phone 
number, Composer Name, Copyright 
Share, and PRO a�  liation.

As an artist and composer himself, 
Ryan feels that his role as part of a li-
brary only strengthens his personal 

work. “I think working for someone 
like Killer Tracks forces me to stay on 
top of current trends, what’s new, what’s 
being used. A piece of advice I give to 
composers is if you’re trying to write for 
trailers, commercials, or production li-
braries, check out what is being used, 
then listen to what your target compa-
ny is putting out in those styles, so that 
you can be honest about how well your 
material can compete with what is out 
there. But, you have to be honest with 
yourself, and if it is not up to par, keep 
working on it until it is.” ●
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